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Abstract. We consider the question of composition in system design,
a fundamental issue in engineering. More precisely, we are interested in
deducing system properties from components properties and vice-versa.
This requires system and component specifications to be “compositional”
in some sense. Depending on what systems are and how they are com-
posed, this problem is satisfactorily solved (e.g., sequential composition
of terminating programs) or remains a hot research topic (e.g., concurrent
composition of reactive systems). In this paper, we aim at providing a
logical framework in which composition issues can be reasoned about in-
dependently from the kind of systems and the laws of composition under
consideration. We show that many composition related statements can be
expressed in terms of predicate transformers in a way that presents inter-
esting similarities with program semantics descriptions based on weakest
precondition calculus.

1 Motivation

System designers, whether those systems are software, hardware, planes or build-
ings, are all faced with a common issue: How to compose systems from com-
ponents and how to partition systems into components. Compositional design
offers the hope of managing complexity by avoiding unnecessary details: Sys-
tems designers prove properties of systems given properties, but not detailed
implementations, of components.

As fundamental as it is, the question of composition is far from being solved
in a fully satisfactory way. What does it mean for a formal framework to be
“compositional”? Are there “good” and “bad” compositional frameworks? What
characterizes “good” compositional specifications? Should system designers and
components providers use the same kind of specifications? Are there fundamental
laws of composition that are common to most areas of engineering? How are
composition and reuse issues related? We believe these to be important questions
one must (at least partially) answer before suitable solutions to the composition
problem are found.
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In this paper, we aim at providing a basis that can be used to reason about
composition. We seek a logical framework in which many of the questions men-
tioned above can be formulated and reasoned about. We try to keep the context
of our approach as general as possible. Especially, we don’t want to decide from
the start what systems are, how they can be composed and what specification
languages are used to describe them. Instead, we assume generic binary laws of
composition and we later introduce specific properties, such as for instance asso-
ciativity, symmetry or idempotency. In other words, the basis of our framework
can be applied to almost any form of composition and any type of system, but
more relevant and useful properties can be deduced when additional hypotheses
are introduced.

We restrict ourselves to logical properties on systems. More precisely, sys-
tem properties are predicates on these systems. We use the terms property and
specification interchangeably, the only slight nuance being that specifications are
usually provided while properties may have to be deduced.

Since in this context components and systems are seen only through their
logical properties, it is convenient to identify systems and system properties
and to describe composition at a purely logical level, where everything is ex-
pressed in terms of specifications without mentioning components and systems.
These specifications behave in different ways when they are composed (composi-
tional versus non compositional specifications). In other words, specifications are
transformed through composition. They may also be transformed beforehand to
give “better” compositional specifications. As a consequence, our approach relies
heavily on predicate transformers (functions from predicates to predicates). Our
transformers present interesting similarities with Dijkstra’s weakest precondition
and strongest postcondition, from which we can inherit useful intuition.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the basic elements of our framework, namely components, composition, systems
and system properties. What it means for specifications to be compositional
is precisely stated in section 3. In section 4, we define a family of “strongest
transformers” which can be used to describe how specifications are transformed
when systems are composed. At this point, it is explained how systems and their
specifications can be identified. Section 5 introduces another family of predicate
transformers (“weakest transformers”) which are used to transform non com-
positional specifications into compositional ones. In section 6, we compare our
transformers with strongest postcondition and weakest precondition transform-
ers. We show in section 7 how to switch between the bottom-up and top-down
aspects of the composition problem by using conjugates of predicate transform-
ers. Section 8 instantiates previously defined notions with a more specific context
(a single law of composition over a monoid structure). Finally, section 9 shows
how this approach to composition can be applied in the context of concurrent
and reactive systems.
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2 Components, Composition, Systems and
System Properties

We assume the existence of atomic1 components as well as laws of composition.
When applied to components, these laws lead to systems. Systems, in turn, can
be composed to provide us with new systems. We only consider systems that
involve a finite number of applications of the laws of composition. However, that
number may be zero and, by extension, single components are also considered
to be systems.

We denote components and systems with capital letters F , G, H, etc. Com-
position laws are represented by infix binary operators such as ◦ or ?. We do not
assume any property on these operators, such as (mutual) associativity, symme-
try, idempotency or distributivity. For example, if F , G and H are systems, so
are F◦G, G?H and (F◦G)?H.

Some compositions may not be possible (i.e., the resulting system may not
exist). For a given law of composition, different definitions of “possible” may
be used. For instance, we can allow parallel composition of processes that share
variables, or forbid it and request that processes send and receive messages
instead. In both cases, the nature of composition is similar (say, fair interleaving
of atomic transitions) and it would be awkward to rely on two different laws of
composition. Our approach to this situation is to use a compatibility operator to
denote that a given composition is possible. The same law of composition, such
as concurrent composition of processes, can be coupled to different compatibility
operators to allow shared variables or not, for instance. In order not to clutter
up our notations, we do not use compatibility operators explicitly here (but we
do in [15, 14]). Instead, it is implicitly understood that systems that are referred
to exist. For instance, in a formula of the form 〈∀F,G : · · · : · · ·F◦G · · ·〉, the
range of the universal quantification is implicitly reduced to those systems F
and G for which F◦G exists.

System properties are point-wise predicates on systems (i.e., functions from
systems to booleans) or, equivalently, sets of systems (although, in this paper, we
stick to predicate notations). We denote them with capital letters X, Y , Z, S, T ,
etc. Function application is denoted with a dot (.) which has higher precedence
than boolean operators but lower precedence than composition operators and
which associates to the left (i.e., a.b.c = (a.b).c). For example, if F and G are
systems and X is a property, X.F◦G is the boolean: “property X holds for
system F◦G”. A system that satisfies property X is called an “X-system”.

3 Compositional Specifications

A core issue in compositional design is to relate systems properties and sub-
systems properties. Designers should be able to deduce a system property from

1 Atomic doesn’t mean that a component cannot be decomposed. It simply means
that its internal structure is not considered here.
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subsystems properties (i.e., use components) and subsystems properties from a
system property (i.e., develop/find components). The ability to deduce subsys-
tems properties from a system specification is an aspect of the problem that is
sometimes ignored. However, we believe it to be as important an issue as the
other aspect, since system designers have to identify suitable components in or-
der to build their system. In other words they have to deduce relevant component
properties from the given system specification.

In this paper, we focus our attention on the problem of deducing systems
properties from subsystems properties, except in section 7 where we show how
the other hand of the question can be reached through conjugates of predicate
transformers. This way, we avoid presenting symmetric but similar arguments all
along the paper but instead we explain how top-down arguments can be deduced
in a systematic way from corresponding bottom-up arguments.

With the bottom-up view in mind, we say that a list of properties is compo-
sitional (with respect to a specific pattern of composition such as ◦( ? )) if the
last property of the list holds in any system built (by applying the given pat-
tern) from components that satisfy the other properties of the list. For instance,
if we consider systems of the form (F◦G)?H2, the list of properties (X, Y, Z, T )
is compositional if and only if:

〈∀F,G, H :: X.F ∧ Y.G ∧ Z.H ⇒ T.(F◦G)?H〉 . (1)

Compositional lists of properties allow us to deduce system properties from sub-
system properties. In some sense, they are a schematic representation of the
composition problem.

We do not introduce a specific syntax to represent compositional lists of
properties. Instead, we show in the next section how formula (1) can be expressed
without making reference to systems and a property-only syntax is introduced.

4 Components and Systems as Predicates

We consider the following equation in predicates, where S is the unknown:

S : 〈∀F,G, H :: X.F ∧ Y.G ∧ Z.H ⇒ S.(F◦G)?H〉 . (2)

It is clear that any (finite or infinite) conjunction of solutions of (2) is itself
a solution of (2). Therefore, given properties X, Y and Z, equation (2) has a
strongest solution [20]. We denote this solution by (X◦Y )?Z. This notation gen-
eralizes to other forms of composition and X◦Y or (X?Y )◦(Z?T ), for instance,
are also properties.

These properties, defined in terms of the strongest solution of some compo-
sitional equation, all enjoy a similar property, expressed by the following propo-
sition:
2 We use systems such as (F◦G)?H throughout the paper to illustrate our predicates

and predicate transformers definitions. However, definitions are general and can be
applied to any other form of composition, such as (F � (G ↑ H)) ↓ K, whatever �, ↑
and ↓ are.
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Proposition 1 For any system K:

(X◦Y )?Z . K ≡ 〈∃F,G, H : X.F ∧ Y.G ∧ Z.H : (F◦G)?H = K〉 .

In other words, (X◦Y )?Z characterizes those systems that can be obtained by
composing an X-system, a Y -system and a Z-system through ◦ and ? (in the
right order). Any system composed this way satisfies (X◦Y )?Z and any system
that satisfies (X◦Y )?Z can be decomposed this way.

Using proposition 1, we can rewrite the formula that was used to define
compositional lists of properties. Formula (1) is equivalent to:

〈∀K :: (X◦Y )?Z.K ⇒ T.K〉 ,

which, by making use of the “everywhere operator” [· · ·] [20], can be written:

[(X◦Y )?Z ⇒ T ] .

From this point on, we do not have to refer to systems explicitly and we
express all what we need in term of properties. Note that we can always reintro-
duce systems by using specific properties that are characteristic of one system
exactly (singletons). For a system F , we define the property F= by:

〈∀G :: F= . G ≡ (F = G)〉 .

In other words, F= is the property “to be the system F”. Thanks to the notation
we have introduced, the mapping from F to F= is an isomorphism that preserves
the structure of the composition, i.e.,

[((F◦G)?H)= ≡ (F=◦G=)?H=] .

Y and Z being fixed, (X◦Y )?Z describes what becomes of property X when
an X-system is composed (with two other systems that satisfy Y and Z). If,
for instance, (X◦Y )?Z is equivalent to X (for some Y and Z), it means that
X has a “good” compositional behavior (it is entirely preserved when composed
with Y and Z systems). (X◦Y )?Z can also be stronger than X, in which case
property X is “enriched” through composition with Y and Z. Sometimes, how-
ever, (X◦Y )?Z will be weaker than X, meaning that only a part of property
X survives composition. In the worst case, (X◦Y )?Z reduces to true: all of X
is lost. In other words, the predicate transformer (λX · (X◦Y )?Z) tells us what
happens to property X when composed in a specific context.

5 “Weakest property” Transformers

In this section, we define “weakest property” transformers that allow us to char-
acterize adequate subsystems in a composition.

Given properties Y , Z and T , the equation (in predicate):

S : [(S◦Y )?Z ⇒ T ] (3)
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has a weakest solution (the disjunction of all solutions is itself a solution). By
the axiom of choice, there is a function that maps T to this weakest solution (Y
and Z being fixed). We denote that function by (?◦Y )?Z. Therefore, the weakest
solution of (3) is ((?◦Y )?Z).T . Other functions (such as (X◦?)?Z and (X◦Y )??)
are defined similarly.

Our notation may seem ambiguous at first sight. Is (?◦(Y ?Z)).T the weakest
solution of:

S : 〈∀F,G, H :: S.F ∧ Y.G ∧ Z.H ⇒ T.F◦(G?H)〉 ,

or the weakest solution of:

S : 〈∀F,G :: S.F ∧ (Y ?Z).G ⇒ T.F◦G〉 ?

Fortunately, thanks to proposition 1, both equations are equivalent.
It should be emphasized that (?◦Y )?Z is a function from properties to prop-

erties (i.e., a predicate transformer) while (X◦Y )?Z is a property. Furthermore,
(?◦Y )?Z is not the transformer (λX · (X◦Y )?Z) described above.

An interesting property of ((?◦Y )?Z).T is that it characterizes the systems
that lead to a T -system when they are extended by a Y -system and a Z-system
using ◦ and ? (in the right order). This is expressed by the following proposition:

Proposition 2 For any system K:

((?◦Y )?Z).T . K ≡ 〈∀F,G : Y.F ∧ Z.G : T.(K◦F )?G〉 .

((?◦Y )?Z).T is the answer to the question: “What do I have to prove on
my component to ensure that, when it is composed with Y and Z components,
the resulting system always satisfies T?” If T is a property which already enjoys
a nice compositional behavior (for instance, it is such that [(T◦Y )?Z ⇒ T ]), it
may be enough to verify that the component satisfies T . If, however, T is not one
of those properties that compose well, we may have to prove a property stronger
than T itself to ensure that at least T will be preserved when the component
is composed with Y and Z systems. In the worst case, there may be no way to
guarantee that the component will provide the property T when composed with
Y and Z systems, in which case ((?◦Y )?Z).T reduces to false.

6 Relationship with wlp and sp

The approach used in previous sections is very similar to Dijkstra’s wlp and sp
[20]. We can define a correspondence between a “program semantics” world and
a “composition” world:

state (predicate) ↔ system (property) ,
run a program ↔ build a system ,
assign a variable ↔ add a subsystem .

Then, the “?” transformers we have just defined correspond to wlp, the weakest
liberal precondition:
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wlp.s.q : weakest state predicate such that, if statement s is executed from such
a state (and s terminates), the resulting state satisfies q.

(?◦F=).T : weakest system property such that, if system F is added (on the
right, through ◦) to such a system, the resulting system satisfies T .

Because in our approach everything is property and systems are just a special
case, the formulation can be generalized:

(?◦Y ).T : weakest system property such that, if a Y -system is added (on the
right, through ◦) to such a system, the resulting system satisfies T .

It can also be shown that, like wlp, (?◦Y )?Z (and other similar transformers) is
universally conjunctive, hence monotonic.

On the other hand, the function (λX ·X◦Y ) corresponds to sp, the strongest
postcondition:

sp.s.p : strongest state predicate that holds after statement s is executed from
a state that satisfies p.

X◦Y : strongest property that holds after a Y -system is added (on the right,
through ◦) to a system that satisfies X.

As the (partial) correctness of a Hoare triple can be expressed equivalently
in terms of wlp or in terms of sp:

[p ⇒ wlp.s.q] ≡ [sp.s.p ⇒ q] ,

“composition correctness” can be expressed equivalently in terms of ?◦Y or in
terms of (λX ·X◦Y ):

[X ⇒ (?◦Y ).Z] ≡ [X◦Y ⇒ Z] .

In the same way, the well known rule of wlp for sequential composition of
programs:

[wlp.(s; s′).q ≡ wlp.s.(wlp.s′.q)]

also holds for property transformers:

[((?◦Y )?Z).T ≡ (?◦Y ).((??Z).T )] .

7 Using Conjugates of Predicate Transformers

So far, we have considered the question of deducing system properties from
subsystems properties. As we mentioned earlier, we believe that the converse
problem, to deduce subsystems properties from system properties, is equally
important.

Every predicate transformer T has a unique conjugate T ∗ defined by
[T ∗.X ≡ ¬T .(¬X)]. Therefore, the transformer (?◦Y )?Z has a conjugate
((?◦Y )?Z)∗ such that ((?◦Y )?Z)∗.T characterizes the remainder of a T -system
partially built from a Y -system and a Z-system. In other words, it is the answer
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to the question: “I am building a T -system; I already know that I am going to
use a Y -system and a Z-system and I am looking for a component to complete
my design; what do I know about this missing component?” So, ((?◦Y )?Z)∗.T
guides us into finding a suitable component to complete the design of a T -system
when there exist a constraint that a Y -system and a Z-system must be used.
Note that this is only a necessary condition: such a component does not guar-
antee that the resulting system will satisfy property T . For that, we need that
the chosen component also satisfies ((?◦Y )?Z).T .

In the same way, we can consider the conjugate of (λX · (X◦Y )?Z). The
property (λX · (X◦Y )?Z)∗.T represents what has to be proved on a system
partially built with Y and Z components in order to ensure that the remaining
part satisfies T .

8 Special Case: One Law of Composition

Properties such as (X◦Y )?Z or ((?◦Y )?Z).T make the structure of composition
explicit: what operators are used, how many of them and where, all this appear
in the writing of the formula.

The next step in our approach is then to “quantify over the structure”, i.e.,
make the structure implicit. This involves introducing generic forms of compo-
sition from which, hopefully, the general case can still be reached.

We have started to explore this path in a limited context where a single
composition operator ◦ is involved. Furthermore, we assume that this operator
is associative and has an identity element (monoid). We do not assume other
properties such as symmetry or idempotency. Note that these hypotheses make
it possible for the composition operator to be either parallel composition (‖) or
sequential composition (;) of programs, but does not allow us to describe systems
where both operators are interleaved. Several predicate transformers have been
defined and studied in [15, 14]. Here, we show how they can be seen as special
cases of our weakest and strongest transformers.

In this context, we focus on two generic forms of composition called existen-
tial and universal. Existential and universal are compositional characteristics of
properties. A property X is existential (denoted by exist.X) if and only if X
holds for any system in which one component at least satisfies X. A property X
is universal (denoted by univ.X) if and only if X holds in any system in which
all components satisfy X [9]. Formally:

exist.X 4= 〈∀F,G :: X.F ∨X.G ⇒ X.F◦G〉 ,

univ.X 4= 〈∀F,G :: X.F ∧X.G ⇒ X.F◦G〉 .

As before, we can choose not to use explicit quantification over components
and express exist and univ in terms of predicates only:

exist.X = [X◦ true ⇒ X] ∧ [true ◦X ⇒ X]
= [(X◦ true) ∨ (true ◦X) ⇒ X]
= [true ◦X◦ true ⇒ X] ,

univ.X = [X◦X ⇒ X] .
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Some properties are “naturally” existential or universal (which is one reason
why we decided to focus on these types of composition). For instance, some
fundamental properties in the Unity logic [25, 24] are existential or universal
(see section 9). However, in the same context, some useful properties (such as
leads-to) are neither existential nor universal.

One way to deal with properties that do not enjoy existential or universal
characteristics is to transform them into existential and universal properties,
by strengthening or weakening them. We can for instance define a predicate
transformer WE such that WE.X is the weakest existential property stronger than
X (such a property always exists because disjunctions of existential properties
are existential) [15]. Then, systems can be specified in terms of WE.X instead
of X so that, when they are composed with other systems, the property X is
preserved. In other words, a stronger component (a WE.X-component instead
of an X-component) is developed to make later compositions easier (property
X holds in any system that uses such a component). The idea is to keep the
property as weak as possible and to compensate for the extra amount of effort
required when designing a component by reusing it in several systems, where
we benefit from the fact that composition with an existential property leads to
simpler proofs.

Formally, WE can be related to “?” transformers:

[WE ≡ true ◦ ? ◦ true] .

Proposition 3 For any property X, there exists a weakest existential property
stronger than X and it is (true ◦ ? ◦ true).X.

In other words, using a formulation with an explicit quantification over systems,
the weakest existential property stronger than X characterizes those systems
that bring the property X to any system that contains them:

“F satisfies the weakest existential property stronger than X”
≡

〈∀G, H :: X . G◦F◦H〉 .

In a similar way, a property X can be weakened into an existential property
SE.X such that SE.X is the strongest existential property weaker than X [14].
SE.X holds in any system that contains a subsystem that satisfies X. It is, in
some sense, the “existential part” of X, the part of the property that is preserved
when an X-system is composed. SE can also be expressed in terms of our general
transformers:

[SE.X ≡ true ◦ X ◦ true] .

Proposition 4 For any property X, there exists a strongest existential property
weaker than X and it is true ◦ X ◦ true.

Things are different with the universal form of composition because it can
be shown that, for some properties, there does not exist a weakest universal
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property that strengthen them [15]. Therefore, we cannot define a transformer
WU in the same way as we defined WE. Still, any property X has a strongest
universal property weaker than itself, denoted by SU.X. SU.X characterizes those
systems built from X-components only.

Finally, each one of the transformers WE, SE and SU has a unique conjugate.
As WE, SE and SU allow us to deduce system properties from subsystems prop-
erties, their conjugates are used to deduce subsystems properties from system
properties. For instance, if a system satisfies a property X, all its subsystems
must satisfy WE∗.X. Components that do not satisfy WE∗.X need not be con-
sidered at all when the goal is to build an X-system, since in no case can they
lead to such a system. WE∗ is an indication of what components can possibly be
used to obtain a given system. Similarly, to ensure that at least one subsystem
of a system satisfies X, the necessary and sufficient condition is to prove that
the system satisfies SU∗.X.

9 Special Special Case: Concurrent Composition of
Reactive Systems

We can further instantiate the previous framework by choosing what the single
law of composition is, what components are, and how they are specified. Because
of our interest in formal specification and verification of reactive systems, we have
started to investigate the application of our work on composition to reactive
systems composed concurrently and specified with temporal logics. Below is a
short presentation of what can be done using a Unity-like logic. The use of
other logics, such as CTL, has been investigated as well [6].

In Unity3, processes are represented as a form of fair transition systems.
Basically, a system consists of a state predicate (the set of possible initial states),
a set of atomic transitions, and fairness assumptions. Properties of such systems
are described using a fragment of linear temporal logic.

The fundamental safety operator of the logic is next : p next q is a property
that asserts that if the state predicate p is true and an atomic transition is
executed, then q is true in the resulting state. The fundamental liveness operator
is transient : transient p means that there is at least one fair transition in the
system that falsifies predicate p. These operators usually come in two flavors: a
weak form where only reachable states are considered, and a strong form where
reachability is not taken into account. In their strong form, Unity properties
can be composed: transient p is existential and p next q is universal. In their
weak form4 however, they correspond to closed systems properties and that
compositionality is lost.
3 What we refer to as “Unity” in this paper does not coincide exactly with the

framework as it is defined in [8] or in [25, 24]. Some liberties are taken with Unity
syntax and semantics, but the general philosophy is retained.

4 The weak form of transient is not used directly. A property leads-to is used instead,
that can be defined in terms of transient. Leads-to properties are notoriously difficult
to compose.
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The strong form of the logic can be used as a tool in proofs, but is not suitable
for component specifications (it is much too strong). However, transformers such
as WE can be applied to the weak form of the logic to obtain useful, compositional
specifications. In particular, specifications of the form WE.(X ⇒ Y ) have proved
to be powerful assumption-commitment specifications [13]. The fact that those
properties are existential even when X is a progress property (such as leads-to)
allows us to write component specifications that embed substantial parts of a
correctness proof inside a component (see discussion in [11]). This is an important
feature because it makes it possible to reuse proof efforts when components are
reused. Such a potential reuse of proofs is what makes composition worthwhile
in spite of the natural overhead it generates [22].

The absence of a transformer WU and the fact that some properties do not
have a weakest universal strengthening give raise to an interesting question:
How can the non universal property p weak-next q be strengthened into a uni-
versal property? We would like to find a universal property X that is stronger
than p weak-next q but weaker than p strong-next q and WE.(p weak-next q)
(which are universal). Ideally, we would like X to be the weakest universal prop-
erty stronger than p weak-next q, provided it exists. The problem looks decep-
tively simple but, so far, we have been unable to answer it. We were able to
define a universal property that is stronger than p weak-next q and weaker than
p strong-next q and WE.(p weak-next q) [10], but we do not know if that property
is the weakest solution to our problem or not. We do not even know if such a
weakest element exists at all. Such a question deserves to be investigated because
a universal next-like operator can be useful to specify invariance properties in a
compositional way. It is also a first step into finding a suitable definition for a
transformer WU. (A more precise statement of these questions can be found at
http://www.cs.unh.edu/∼charpov/Composition/challenge.html.)

10 Summary

We started this study because of our conviction of the importance of composi-
tion is system design. We believe that systems, and especially software systems,
should increasingly be constructed from generic “off the shelf” components. This
means that reuse of systems and components is going to be a central issue.

In order to obtain reusable components, we must be able to describe require-
ments in a rather abstract way, focusing on the functionality we expect from the
component and without refering to implementation details. However, there is a
tradeoff between hiding details and being composable: more abstract specifica-
tions lead to more difficult composition, and specifications that are too abstract
may even totally prevent composition. Our “?” transformers are a way of de-
scribing what is the minimum one has to say about a component to ensure the
applicability of specific forms of composition (such as existential or universal or
with an explicit system pattern).

This need for abstract specifications made us depart from the process calcu-
lus approach and focus our interest on logical specifications. Especially, we are
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interested in applying our ideas to concurrent systems specified with temporal
logics. A great amount of work has been done regarding composition of reactive
systems specified with temporal logics. Among the logics that were considered,
we can cite the linear temporal logic [21, 23], TLA [2], ATL [5] or Unity [16–19,
26]. All these works, and others [1, 3, 4], rely on the same hypothesis that systems
are described in terms of open computations, i.e., infinite traces that are shared
with the environment.

One originality of our work is to drop this view on composition and to at-
tempt to reason about composition in the abstract: we do not assume that sys-
tems have computations or even states. This way, we hope to better understand
what the fundamental issues of composition-based designs are. Nevertheless, we
do not forget our interest in temporal logics and concurrent systems. We have
used existential and universal properties to derive examples of specifications and
correctness proofs of distributed and concurrent systems [12, 13, 7, 6]. Several of
these examples make use of an operator called guarantees [9] which has been
proved to be a special case of the transformer WE [15].

Most of our previous work is based on a single law of composition that is
assumed to be associative and to have an identity element. In some cases, we
have additional hypotheses regarding the existence of inverses of components.
In our work on temporal logic and concurrent composition, we use a law of
composition that is symmetric and idempotent in addition to being associative.
In this paper, we attempt an exploration of the common basis to all previously
defined transformers. We show that our use of predicate transformers can be
systematic and that, for each composition related question, there is a predicate
or a predicate transformer that relates to it precisely.

Our long term goal is the construction of a calculus for composition. Such a
calculus requires us to have access to a large number of generic theorems and
proof rules. We have started to state some of these rules. In the context of a single
law of composition over a monoid, we were able in some cases to calculate WE.X
for some properties X, in other words, to answer a question about composition
with a systematic calculation [15]. This was only achieved on toy examples and
our current work is to find other generic rules as well as rules specific to temporal
logic and concurrent composition.
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